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Chapter 551 - A Way To Stop Parasites 

"Boom" Ye Chen and Ling Yin descended right in front of the professor, the professor was very, very 

surprised when he saw the arrival of Ye Chen and Ling Yin. 

The professor who saw the arrival of Ye Chen and Ling Yin immediately tried to run away, he ran as hard 

as he could. 

Ye Chen immediately used the pressure he had to suppress the professor who was trying to run away. 

The professor immediately fell to the ground, the professor felt a heavy object pressing his body so that 

his body felt very, very heavy. 

Ye Chen immediately went to the professor who was currently collapsing to the ground, he immediately 

lifted the professor’s body into the air. 

"Tell me how to stop the parasites that have entered the human body" Ye Chen immediately asked the 

person who was currently in his hands. 

"Please don’t kill me, let me go", the professor was afraid of Ye Chen, he was afraid that Ye Chen would 

kill himself. 

"I’m not going to kill you, I’m just asking how to destroy the parasites currently entering the human 

body." Ye Chen asked the professor in front of him again. 

The professor still hesitates to answer Ye Chen’s question, he still doesn’t believe Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen, gentle way is useless for this person, let’s just use harsh ways to make him speak." Ling Yin 

suggested to Ye Chen to use harsh means to get this person to talk. 

"That’s a good idea, maybe I will torture this person until he wants to talk." Ye Chen agreed with Ling 

Yin’s way, it seemed like this was the most powerful way to get this person to talk. 

"Wait, I’ll talk." The professor tried to stop Ye Chen who intended to torture him. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin smiled, it seemed like the way the two of them had worked to get this professor to 

talk. 

"Quickly say" Ye Chen told the professor to say what he knows. 

The professor started explaining about the parasite he had created, he told Ye Chen that there was no 

way to save the person who had been infected by the parasite. 

People who have been infected with parasites are basically dead, only their bodies look alive because 

they are controlled by the parasites. 

" What ? "Ye Chen just found out that people who are infected by parasites are dead, it means that they 

are currently 100% parasites. 

"It’s so terrifying." Ling Yin was quite horrified hearing this, it meant that people who had been 

controlled by parasites could no longer be helped, they were just like corpses controlled by parasites. 



Ye Chen nodded at Ling Yin, the parasitic weapon made by the Phantom Blade was extremely terrifying, 

human life could actually be completely replaced by parasites. 

"Then how do I stop it? "Ye Chen asked how to stop these parasites. 

"It’s very easy, you just need to find the first parent body and destroy it, then all the parasites will 

disappear" The professor told Ye Chen the easiest way to destroy parasites. 

Basically, the parasites that control the human body are controlled by the mother who gave them the 

first time, without the parent who controls them, these parasites will lose control and eventually will 

die. 

You could say that the parasite that has intelligence is the parasite that Ye Chen previously fought, 

meaning that Ye Chen only has to look for the four parasitic humans who previously went along with the 

Phantom Blade. 

"Do you know where the Phantom Blade went?", Ye Chen asked where the Phantom Blade had gone at 

this time. 

"If I’m not mistaken he will go to the Kunlun Faction’s territory" The professor told Ye Chen where the 

current Phantom Blade was going. 

"This is bad, that person is targeting the country with the largest population." Hearing the Professor’s 

words, Ye Chen began to worry that something bad would happen to Ye Chen’s people. 

"Were all the words you just said not a lie? "Asked Ye Chen to the professor. 

"I wouldn’t dare lie about it", the professor wouldn’t dare lie about this to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was watching the professor with such piercing eyes, after a while Ye Chen was finally sure that 

this person wasn’t lying to him. 

"Ling Yin let’s go after the Phantom Blade" Ye Chen invited Ling Yin to chase the Phantom Blade. 

" Come on, we can’t let the Phantom Blade escape." Ling Yin looked very excited when she found out 

where the Phantom Blade was going now. 

Ye Chen immediately took the profound ark he had, if he just flew as usual, surely Ye Chen would be a 

little late to catch up to the Phantom Blade, that’s why he decided to use the profound ark to chase the 

Phantom Blade. 

"Come on up" Ye Chen invited Ling Yin to get on the profound ark that he had. 

Ling Yin was again surprised by Ye Chen, the profound ark that belongs to Ye Chen is so magnificent, Ling 

Yin was dazzled by ’s profound ark Ye Chen have. 

Ye Chen had climbed onto the profound ark, "Hey Ling Yin ,how long do you want to be dumbstruck like 

that, come on up." Seeing Ling Yin was still silent, Ye Chen immediately ordered Ling Yin to climb onto 

the profound ark. 

Ling Yin immediately snapped out of her shock, she immediately caught up with Ye Chen to board the 

profound ark. 



After Ling Yin boarded the profound ark, the profound ark immediately flew to catch up with the 

Phantom Blade. 

The professor is relieved to see Ye Chen and Ling Yin have left, now that he can go back to his country, 

he can’t wait to meet and reunite with his family. 

. 

. 
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This profound ark flew at an extremely fast speed, within 10 minutes Ye Chen and Ling Yin had already 

reached the border of the country. 

On the way Ye Chen and Ling Yin always looked around, the two of them were looking for the existence 

of the Phantom Blade and the parasites. 

"There they are." After searching for a while, Ye Chen finally found the Phantom Blade that was flying 

along with four parasitic humans towards the capital. 

"Very good, what a coincidence that all parasite parents are with the Phantom Blade." Seeing the four 

Parasitic Man flying together with the Phantom Blade, Ye Chen was quite happy, he no longer needed to 

bother looking for the existence of a parasite parent, all parasite parents. what a coincidence with 

Phantom Blade. 

Ye Chen directly controlled the profound ark he had towards the front of the phantom blade and 

parasitic human, this Profound Ark blocked the flight routes of the Phantom Blade and Parasitic Man. 

The Phantom Blade and Parasitic Man immediately stopped when they saw the profound ark just ahead 

of their path. 

Phantom Blade saw that the people standing on the profound ark were Ye Chen and Ling Yin. 

"Amazing, I never thought that you two could win against the soldiers that I have." Phantom Blade 

praised Ye Chen who could easily fight the trained soldiers he had. 

"Phantom Blade give up right now, you have no way to escape." Ye Chen told Phantom Blade to give up, 

he didn’t have a way to escape anymore. 

"Really, let’s see, four of you ,attack him." Phantom Blade ordered all parasitic Humans to attack Ye 

Chen and Ling Yin. 

The parasitic humans obeyed the Phantom Blade’s order, they all immediately went towards Ye Chen 

and Ling Yin. 

Ye Chen immediately stepped forward, he was preparing to fight the four parasitic humans in front of 

him. 

Chapter 552 - Ye Chen Vs Phantom Blade (1) 



Ye Chen immediately attacked the parasitic human in front of him, because Ye Chen already knew the 

weakness of parasitic humans, he could now very easily defeat these parasitic humans. 

Ye Chen immediately used the Heavenly Silver Flame, the Heavenly Silver Flame directly attacked the 

parasitic human in front of Ye Chen. 

The parasitic humans who came into contact with the Heavenly Silver Flame immediately screamed in 

pain, they felt the immense heat from the Heavenly Silver Flame. 

The parasitic humans who were in pain immediately retreated backwards, they became afraid of Ye 

Chen’s Heavenly Silver Flame. 

"Why are you retreating? Come on and fight me." Ye Chen ordered the parasitic human to come 

forward and fight him. 

The parasitic humans looked at each other, they all nodded and started to try a way to deal with Ye 

Chen. 

The parasitic humans started to scatter and surround Ye Chen, they surrounded Ye Chen from four 

different directions. 

Ye Chen saw that parasitic humans surrounded him, parasitic humans were very intelligent, they had 

intelligence like humans. 

Phantom Blade saw Ye Chen’s Heavenly Silver Flame, this is the first time Phantom Blade has seen a 

Flame as strange as Ye Chen’s. 

Phantom Blade felt that Ye Chen’s Flame was very dangerous, his instincts told the Phantom Blade not 

to touch the Heavenly Silver Flame. 

The parasitic humans started to move, the two of them attacked Ye Chen simultaneously, Ye Chen was 

attacked from various directions by the parasitic humans. 

"One Hundred Thousand Fire Swords" a hundred silver colored fire swords appeared around Ye Chen, 

now around Ye Chen was filled with flying swords that were pointing in all directions. 

"Forward" Ye Chen immediately aimed his fire sword towards the parasite that wanted to attack him. 

Seeing the multitude of flying swords heading their way, the parasites immediately repelled all of Ye 

Chen’s flying swords. 

Unfortunately the parasitic humans were unable to deflect the flying swords that were pointing at them, 

they were still sliced and burned by e Chen’s flying sword. 

Unable to fend off Ye Chen’s attack, they canceled their intention to attack Ye Chen. 

These parasites are very clever, they know when to go forward and when to retreat. 

Ye Chen didn’t have time, he had to finish this fight as soon as possible. 

"Hell Prison" Ye Chen immediately locked up these parasites in a prison made of flying swords, all 

parasites were locked up in the flying sword prison. 



The parasites tried to get out of Hell Prison, unfortunately they were all unable to get out of Ye Chen’s 

Hell Prison. 

"Enough to stop our fight here, you are destroyed" Ye Chen immediately burned the parasites he had 

locked up, the four parasites he had locked in the Heavenly Silver Flame. 

" Gaahhhh " the four parasitic humans howled as they burned by the Heavenly Silver Flame. 

In a very short time, the four parasitic humans were exterminated by Ye Chen. 

Phantom Blade saw what Ye Chen had just done, the four parasitic humans could not regenerate after 

being burned by the Heavenly Silver Flame. 

" What ? "Phantom Blade was a little surprised when he discovered this , he didn’t expect that the four 

parasitic humans he had painstakingly created were destroyed so easily by Ye Chen. 

Phantom Blade looked really, really annoyed when he found out about this, the efforts he had been 

doing for a long time really ended in vain. 

"You bastard, how dare you destroy the plan that I have worked so hard to make." Phantom Blade 

looked really, really annoyed at Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen, good job." Ling Yin reached Ye Chen’s side, she praised the good work Ye Chen had done. 

Ling Yin was very happy when she saw the Phantom Blade into such a state, she was very, very happy to 

see the Phantom Blade’s plan thwarted by Ye Chen. 

"You two watch out, I will definitely make you regret it" words Ling Yin’s just made the Phantom Blade 

very, very angry, he currently wanted to kill Ling Yin and Ye Chen in a way that was very, very painful. 

"Ye Chen please help me defeat this person, but make sure to let me kill that person" Ling Yin asked Ye 

Chen to help her defeat the Phantom Blade. 

Ling Yin herself knew that she couldn’t beat Phantom Blade alone, which was why she needed Ye Chen’s 

help. 

"You don’t need to worry, you just leave this matter to me" Ye Chen told Ling Yin to leave this matter to 

himself. 

Ye Chen advanced towards the Phantom Blade, he took the first initiative to attack the Phantom Blade, 

it was unusual for Ye Chen to take the first initiative, usually Ye Chen would be passive when fighting 

against the enemy. 

Phantom Blade immediately took a sword that looked very, very scary, he raised his sword to fight 

against Ye Chen. 

"Bang. . . ., Bang. . . . , Bang. . . . , Bang. . . . Ye Chen and Phantom Blade exchanged a few strikes. 

In this exchange of attacks, the Phantom Blade suffered defeat, he was seen being pressured by Ye Chen 

into a completely unfavorable state. 



Ye Chen had not used the full strength he had, he was currently using only the little strength he had to 

fight against the Phantom Blade. 

"Damn, this guy is so strong." For the first time the Phantom Blade was hit by his own enemy, usually 

the Phantom Blade could very easily fight and kill every one of his enemies. 

"Shadow Clone" Phantom Blade suddenly multiplied by an enormous amount. 

All these shadows look genuine, it’s hard to tell which one is the real Phantom Blade. 

Assassins usually do have shadow techniques like this to fight against their enemies, shadow techniques 

are the most dangerous ability possessed by every assassin, with this ability they can outwit the enemy 

very easily. 

"Get ready to Die " The five shadows spoke like a Phantom Blade, not the slightest flaw shown by this 

shadow. 

"It is indeed worthy of being an Assassin God, he has such amazing shadow techniques." Ye Chen 

recognized the nickname of the Phantom Blade which could use near-perfect shadow techniques. 

Even Ye Chen seemed to have a hard time knowing which was the real Phantom Blade and which was 

the Fake Phantom Blade. 

", Master, this man possesses the Phantom God’s Shadow Clone technique, all the shadows you see are 

genuine, they are all made using that Phantom Blade ’s profound energy." Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen 

that all the shadows in front of him were genuine. 

These shadows weren’t a projection, they could attack like a real user, the power of the Shadow Clone 

was about ½ ~ 1/100 of the original user. 

The user of this technique can adjust the strength of each shadow he makes, the stronger the image, the 

more profound energy is required. 

Shadow Clone is a pretty great technique if it is in the right hands, if Ye Chen can have this technique 

and combine it with Sage God’s Water Veins then it is certain that this will be a very, very scary 

technique. 

"Master you must obtain a copy of the Shadow Clone technique, it is a very powerful technique for you." 

Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen to get a copy of the Shadow Clone technique. 

"Yuechan is easy for you to say, the problem is we don’t know whether a copy of this technique is in this 

person’s body or not." Ye Chen said uncertainly. 

Ye Chen himself didn’t know whether the manual copy of Shadow Clone was in the Phantom Blade’s 

body or not. 

Chapter 553 - Ye Chen Vs Phantom Blade (2) 

But if it was true that Phantom Blade had a copy for Shadow Clone then that would be very good for Ye 

Chen. 



Five shadows clone advancing towards Ye Chen, Ye Chen began to observe the five Clones that were 

currently heading towards him, it was indeed quite difficult to see which was the real Phantom Blade 

and which was the Clone Phantom Blade. 

It is quite difficult to find the real Phantom Blade, that’s why Ye Chen has no choice but to fight these 

five Clones, maybe when fighting with Phantom Blade Ye Chen can find out the real Phantom Blade. 

Five Clone Phantom Blade attacked Ye Chen very aggressively, just like what Chu Yuechan previously 

said, these shadows were real, they could attack like the real Phantom Blade. 

The Phantom Blade’s sword attack style began to change, he looked more agile and faster than before, 

even the Phantom Blade’s sword was barely visible to the eye. 

if Ye Chen didn’t have a strength higher than the Phantom Blade, maybe now he could lose his head. 

Ye Chen took a few steps back to secure himself, "that was close, you almost hit my neck" Ye Chen said 

to Phantom Blade. 

"Cihhhh" Phantom Blade looked displeased when he found out that Ye Chen was able to avoid all the 

attacks he launched. 

Even though Phantom Blade had used all the abilities he had, still he was still unable to hurt Ye Chen in 

the slightest. 

The five Clones rushed towards Ye Chen, this time they did not come simultaneously, they came one by 

one to fight Ye Chen. 

Phantom Blade decided to change the fighting style used, this time Phantom Blade tried to outwit Ye 

Chen by using the shadow he had created. 

"Slash. . ., Slash. . ., Slash. . ., Slash. . ., "Slash after slash continued to be launched by the Clone of the 

Phantom Blade, unfortunately the slash that came from the Phantom Blade was unable to hit the 

slightest bit of Ye Chen’s clothes. 

Ye Chen kept dodging, as if he had no intention of striking back at the Phantom Blade. 

Actually, Ye Chen was observing the Phantom Blade Clone, after observing for a while Ye Chan was 

finally able to find out the real Phantom Blade. 

It is quite easy to know the real Phantom Blade, the original Phantom Blade has the most powerful 

attack power, while the Clone he made is still far behind when compared to the original Phantom Blade. 

Actually, if the Phantom Blade wanted to equalize the strength he had with the Clone he made, then Ye 

Chen would definitely have a hard time knowing which one was real and which one was fake. 

This was a flaw that Ye Chen found from the technique Shadow Clone used by the Phantom Blade. 

"Aren’t you going to fight with me? "Phantom Blade felt strange when he saw Ye Chen kept dodging and 

never attacked him. 



"So you want me to attack? Well, if that’s what you want then I’ll attack you." Ye Chen used Nine 

Shadow Step, Ye Chen immediately appeared right in front of the Phantom Blade which he thought was 

genuine. 

"Feel this" Ye Chen immediately hit the stomach belonging to the Phantom Blade. 

"Uh. . . . "Phantom Blade felt a tremendous amount of pain when it received a direct hit from Ye Chen. 

Phantom Blade felt that his internal organs were spinning when he received a blow from Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen’s guess was that the Phantom Blade in front of him was real, when the Phantom Blade was 

injured, the Clone made by the Phantom Blade also disappeared. 

It looks like this Clone will immediately disappear when the original user is injured, although it’s great 

that Shadow Clone still has a weakness. 

Ye Chen is not strange when he sees this, all the techniques in this world have weaknesses, there is no 

technique that is perfect in this world. 

The Phantom Blade held his stomach in great pain, the Phantom Blade tried to get up, he had a little 

trouble getting up. 

After a hard enough effort, Phantom Blade finally stood up, Phantom Blade looked at Ye Chen with eyes 

full of surprise. 

"You, how do you know if this is the real me ? "This is the first time that the Phantom Blade has seen 

anyone who has managed to find him when using Shadow Clone. 

"Even though you made a very, very similar Clone, but there are still weaknesses that I found from the 

technique you have." Ye Chen told Phantom Blade that there are still deficiencies shown by Phantom 

Blade when using Shadow Clone. 

"I see, I didn’t expect that one day someone would find the weakness of this perfect technique." 

Phantom Blade didn’t believe that one day someone would find the flaws of the Shadow Clone. 

"Hahahaha, you are the first person who managed to get me into a corner like this, looks like I have to 

use my reliable technique to beat you." Seeing that everything he did was pointless, Phantom Blade 

decided to use the ultimate technique he had. 

From the Phantom Blade’s body began to emit a dense black aura, this aura formed something like a 

ghost soul. 

Suddenly there was a scream from a crying person, the scream of this crying person came from the black 

aura that had just been released by the Phantom Blade. 

"Please save us. . ., Please save us. . Please save us. . "Suddenly Ye Chen heard people asking for help. 

The voice that Ye Chen had just heard came from the black aura like ghost that had just been released 

by the Phantom Blade. 



"Don’t tell me this person collects the souls of the dead to increase the strength he has." Ye Chen 

immediately concluded that the Phantom Blade collects the souls of the dead to increase the strength 

he has. 

"Hahahaha, I love hearing these screams of despair." Phantom Blade looked very happy when he heard 

the screams of despair that sounded around him. 

Phantom Blade is so terrible, it’s no wonder this person wants a war, it turns out he has this kind of side. 

"You get ready to feel my true strength, Phantom Soul." Phantom Blade began to control the ghost souls 

around him to attack Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen immediately created a barrier to ward off the Phantom Blade’s attack. 

"Master, dodge, you won’t be able to block this attack by using a barrier." Chu Yuechan warned Ye Chen 

to avoid Phantom Blade’s attack. 

Hearing Chu Yuechan Words, Ye Chen’s warning, he immediately tried to avoid the ghost soul that 

attacked him. 

Chu Yuechan’s words were true, the ghost soul easily penetrated the barrier created by Ye Chen, after 

breaking through Ye Chen’s barrier the ghost soul immediately exploded very strongly. 

Luckily, Ye Chen still had time to dodge, if Chu Yuechan was a little late warned Ye Chen, it was certain 

that Ye Chen had been hit by this Ghost Soul. 

"It turns out that you are a very careful person too, if only you didn’t avoid it you might explode along 

with that soul." Phantom Blade smiled at Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen looked at the souls near the Phantom Blade, the souls near the Phantom Blade kept asking Ye 

Chen for help. 

They were like being tormented by the Phantom Blade, Ye Chen felt very sorry for the poor souls who 

were enslaved by the Phantom Blade, he had to help the souls who were enslaved by the Phantom 

Blade. 

"Phantom Blade, you really are a very cruel person, I’m here to make you feel the consequences" 

Phantom Blade is a very cruel person, he is completely unworthy of life. 

This time Ye Chen supported Ling Yin one hundred percent to take revenge on someone like this. 

Chapter 554 - Ye Chen Vs Phantom Blade (3) 

Ling Yin was currently watching the battle that Ye Chen and Phantom Blade were fighting from afar, she 

only hoped that Ye Chen could defeat the Phantom Blade soon. 

"Ye Chen, Phantom Blade is a very terrifying figure, you have to beat him" from a distance Ling Yin told 

Ye Chen that the Phantom Blade was a very terrifying figure. 

if Ye Chen releases the Phantom Blade, there will be more lives belonging to innocent people who are 

victims of the Phantom Blade. 



Ye Chen of course really understands Ling Yin’s words , Phantom Blade is indeed a very terrifying figure, 

he really collects the souls of the dead to strengthen himself, 

The more souls the Phantom Blade gets, the stronger the Phantom Blade will become and even 

stronger, this may also be the reason why the Phantom Blade wants to make a big war, he wants to use 

this war to increase the strength he has. 

"Phantom Soul" Phantom Blade returned to control the souls around him to attack at Ye Chen. 

This is a very difficult thing for Ye Chen, Ye Chen cannot repel Phantom Blade’s attack, the only way is to 

attack the soul that is aiming at him. 

If Ye Chen did that then he would accidentally hurt the soul of this deceased person, Ye Chen couldn’t 

do that, he could only avoid all the attacks that were directed at him. 

"Why are you just dodging, hurry and fight with me" Phantom Blade wanted Ye Chen to seriously fight 

with him. 

Phantom Blade knows that Ye Chen can’t fight himself because of this soul of the dead he controls , this 

is the reason why Phantom Blade throws away the humanity he has, if he still has emotions like Ye Chen, 

he can’t possibly control the soul like he is now. 

Ye Chen was really fed up with the Phantom Blade’s behavior, it looked like he had to end this battle 

immediately. 

"You shameless, feel this." Ye Chen used Nine Shadow Step, in an instant he was behind the Phantom 

Blade. 

"Breaking Meteor Blow" Ye Chen immediately used Breaking Meteor Blow to attack the Phantom Blade. 

Phantom Blade Uses the soul around him to create a shield to block Ye Chen’s attack. 

Ye Chen’s attack did not hit the Phantom Blade, Ye Chen’s attack was blocked by the ghost’s soul around 

the Phantom Blade. 

When Ye Chen attacked the ghost soul in front of him, a scream of pain was heard very loudly, this soul 

actually felt pain when it received the attack from Ye Chen. 

Seeing this, Ye Chen immediately pulled himself back, the Phantom Blade was very cunning, he used the 

ghost soul around him to make a shield that was difficult to penetrate. 

If Ye Chen wanted to break through this shield, inevitably Ye Chen had to injure the ghost souls around 

Phantom Blade. 

This was a pretty difficult choice for Ye Chen, whether he should injure the ghost souls that were around 

the Phantom Blade or not. 

"Don’t think about us, quickly kill this person" when Ye Chen was thinking, he suddenly heard a whisper 

from the ghost’s soul around the Phantom Blade. 

These ghost souls wanted Ye Chen to immediately kill the Phantom Blade so that they could quickly 

escape the shackles that had tormented them all this time. 



"Well if you want it, I’ll do it" because the souls around the Phantom Blade want Ye Chen to immediately 

kill the Phantom Blade, Ye Chen will do that. 

Ye Chen immediately went up to the sky, above the sky Ye Chen gave off an aura that was very, very 

strong. 

The sky that was previously dark was now darker than before, the aura emitted by Ye Chen affected this 

place. 

Even Ling Yin who was in the distance was forced to retreat far enough when Ye Chen gave off an aura 

of this strong, Ling Yin was very far away, if he got too close to Ye Chen then he would be affected by the 

aura currently emitted by Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen is very strong, actually what level is Ye Chen’s right now." Ling Yin became very curious about 

what level Ye Chen had, how could Ye Chen bring out this kind of power. 

The Phantom Blade that was near Ye Chen felt a tremendous amount of oppression, his body stiffened 

when he felt the pressure of Ye Chen’s aura. 

From Ye Chen’s fingertips, a profound flame was the size of a marble, Ye Chen lifted this finger up. 

The Flame that was previously small began to expand to an immense size, in a very short time the 

profound fire that was previously small like a marble has now become enormous like a mini version of 

the sun. 

The light from this fire shone through the whole place, right now around this place was as bright as day. 

The ground under Ye Chen started to shake and rose upwards, the sun that was on Ye Chen’s finger was 

affecting the gravity around this place. 

The Phantom Blade under Ye Chen felt that he could melt by the heat from the mini version of the sun 

on Ye Chen’s finger. 

"Phantom Blade, be ready to accept your defeat". 

"Flame Supernova" Ye Chen threw a small sun towards the Phantom Blade. 

Flame Supernova is a technique Ye Chen learned from Nangong Xiang, the difference is that Ye Chen 

here is not using the Heavenly Golden Flame like Nangong Xiang or the Heavenly Silver Flame that he 

has, he is currently only using ordinary profound flames of 

Phantom Blade’s goosebumps when the Flame Supernova is aiming towards himself, the Phantom Blade 

was still the same as before, he was currently still unable to move freely. 

The Phantom Blade had no choice but to repel the Flame Supernova’s attacks by using all the souls 

around him, tens of thousands of souls created a very thick barrier around the Phantom Blade. 

The Flame Supernova hit the barrier created by the Phantom Blade, this barrier was easily penetrated by 

the Flame Supernova. 

After breaking through the Phantom Blade’s barrier, the Flame Supernova immediately struck the 

Phantom Blade. 



" Boooooooooooooommmmm. . . . "An extremely powerful explosion occurred, the power of the 

explosion was slightly stronger than the Atomic Bomb. 

A big earthquake occurred after the explosion erupted, this earthquake was almost felt by 1/3 of the 

land in the world. 

Ye Chen did not intentionally use his full strength when using Flame Supernova, he did not want the 

Phantom Blade to die that easily, he had promised Ling Yin to let Ling Yin kill the Phantom Blade using 

his own hands. 

After the explosion disappeared, a large enough hole with a diameter of about 35 km was formed, 

around this hole now flattened with the ground, plants and rocks around here were swept away by the 

explosion just now. 

Luckily this was still quite a distance from the residential areas, so it wasn’t the person who was the 

victim of the Flame Supernova that Ye Chen had just used. 

Even though Ye Chen had enough to withstand the strength used, it was unexpected that the power 

used by Ye Chen would be this strong. 

Ye Chen hopes that the Phantom Blade doesn’t die immediately when receiving this attack, if the 

Phantom Blade dies then Ye Chen can only apologize to Ling Yin. 

"Ye Chen." Ling Yin reached Ye Chen’s side very quickly, she wanted to know whether Ye Chen had 

defeated the Phantom Blade or not. 

Chapter 555 - Ling Yin's Revenge Is Accomplished 

"Let’s see if the Phantom Blade is still alive or not", Ye Chen invited Ling Yin to see if the Phantom Blade 

was dead or alive. 

Ling Yin nodded, she and Ye Chen descended into the hole Ye Chen had just made the Flame Supernova . 

When Ye Chen and Ling Yin reached the bottom, the two of them saw that the Phantom Blade was 

currently lying right in the middle of the hole. 

The condition of the Phantom Blade looked pretty bad, all the robes he was wearing had been burned, 

now Ye Chen and Ling Yin could see the Phantom Blade’s face and body. 

The Phantom Blade’s body and face look very scary, almost half of the Phantom Blade’s face has only its 

skull left, while the Phantom Blade’s body is blistered from being burned by the attack that Ye Chen just 

launched. 

It could be said that the state of the Phantom Blade is currently dying. 

" Ling Yin do whatever you want to this person " Ye Chen told Ling Yin to do whatever he wants to the 

Phantom Blade. 

Ye Chen decided to leave Phantom Blade and Ling Yin alone, just let Ling Yin finish her business with 

Phantom Blade. 



After all, the current state of the Phantom Blade was extremely helpless, it didn’t matter if Ye Chen left 

Ling Yin with the Phantom Blade. 

Ling Yin saw departure Ye’s Chen, in her heart is Ling Yin was very, very grateful to Ye Chen, who had 

helped her take care of the Phantom Blade. 

Ling Yin drew closer to the Phantom Blade, she was standing right in front of the Phantom Blade. 

The Phantom Blade who was currently looking at Ling Yin, "you? ",Phantom Blade in an extremely small 

voice said to Ling Yin who was in front of him. 

Phantom Blade was currently in the very worst state of his life, he was actually brought into this state by 

Ye Chen. 

Ling Yin took the knife she had, she gripped her knife very tightly, Ling Yin was ready to take the 

Phantom Blade’s life anytime. 

"Phantom Blade, do you know that I’ve been looking for you to get revenge on you? "Ling Yin took all 

the hatred she had on the Phantom Blade. 

"Hehehehe, I don’t. . . know that thing. . . ., do you know already . . how many people did I kill? ",Asked 

the Phantom Blade in a faltering voice. 

"I don’t know that." Ling Yin didn’t know how many people had died at the hands of the Phantom Blade, 

Ling Yin knew that the Phantom Blade was someone with the nickname God Assassin. 

"Hahaha, I have. . . killed hundreds of thousands of people. . ., every time I kill people I feel very happy. . 

., that includes when I kill. . . everyone in your family. "Phantom Blade told Ling Yin that he really 

enjoyed every moment of killing Ling Yin family members. 

Ling Yin gripped her knife very tightly, he wanted to immediately kill the Phantom Blade and take 

revenge for the death of his family. 

"Phantom Blade I want to know who the person who you ordered to kill my family? " Ling Yin wants to 

know who the person who ordered the Phantom Blade to kill all of her family members. 

"there is no . . . . the one who told me to, I killed your family. . . .because eyeing a. . . . precious thing 

that’s inside. . . your family. "Phantom Blade told Ling Yin that he killed the Ling Yin family for aiming for 

the precious object that belonged to the Ling Yin Family. 

" valuable objects ? , what is it? " Ling Yin didn’t know what precious item the Phantom Blade was 

referring to. 

" ha ha ha . . ., you are a little girl. . . . who doesn’t know anything. "Phantom Blade laughed at Ling Yin 

who didn’t know that all this time her family had an object that was very precious. 

Ling Yin raised her eyebrows, she was curious about what the Phantom Blade said, what kind of thing 

was in his family that the Phantom Blade was aiming for it. 

Ling Yin wanted to find out about this matter, it would be very difficult to make the Phantom Blade tell 

Ling Yin about this. 



Ling Yin would instead waste her time because of this, Ling Yin didn’t want to waste the time she had, 

she immediately raised her hand and stabbed the Phantom Blade’s heart using the knife in her hand. 

Ling Yin’s knife penetrated the Phantom Blade’s heart very easily, the Phantom Blade began to lose the 

consciousness it had, the Phantom Blade began to close its eyes, there was no sign of any more 

movement on the Phantom Blade’s body, 

"Hiks. . . ., Hiks. . . ., Hiks. . . ., Hiks. . . ., "After killing the Phantom Blade, Ling Yin suddenly burst into 

tears, all the grievances she had finally managed to vent to the Phantom Blade. 

Now Ling Yin felt like a bird that had freely flown over the sky, all the burdens that were holding Ling 

down Yin has completely released. 

Ye Chen who heard Ling Yin’s cry immediately went downstairs, when Ye Chen came down he saw Ling 

Yin who was crying. 

Ye Chen immediately went over to Ling Yin and tried to calm Ling Yin down so she could stop crying. 

After being persuaded by Ye Chen for a while, Ling Yin finally calmed down. 

Ling Yin was currently leaning against Ye Chen’s chest which was very comfortable. 

" Ye Chen, thank you very much for everything you have done for me. " Ling Yin is very grateful to Ye 

Chen who had helped herself. 

"You don’t need to think about this, it’s my duty to help my woman" said Ye Chen to Ling Yin. 

Ling Yin was very happy to hear this, it seemed that Ye Chen had recognized herself as his woman. 

Ling Yin still remembered very clearly the promise he had made to Ye Chen, if she manages to get 

revenge on Phantom Blade then Ling Yin will become Ye Chen woman . 

"Ye Chen, do you still remind me of the words I said to you at the clothing store at that time? ",Ling Yin 

asked Ye Chen, Ling Yin has now returned to being a very woman sassy , she has returned to Ling Yin 

who is Ye Chen known . 

Ye Chen nodded at Ling Yin, Ye Chen of course still clearly remembered words Ling Yin’s when he was at 

the clothing shop beside the hotel that time. 

"Everything is over, I have taken revenge on Phantom Blade, now maybe I can become your woman" 

Ling Yin suddenly hugged Ye Chen even tighter. 

Ling Yin now felt like a bird freed from shackles. 

Ye Chen welcomed Ling Yin’s hug, the two of them hugged very tightly. 

"Let’s get away from this place." Ye Chen asked Ling Yin to leave this place, he had to return to the 

capital to report what happened. 

Ling Yin nodded, now she will follow Ye Chen wherever he goes. 

Before Ye Chen left, he didn’t forget to search the Phantom Blade’s body, hoping to find a copy of the 

Shadow Clone technique from the Phantom Blade’s body. 



After searching for a while Ye Chen only found a storage ring that was on the Phantom Blade’s finger, he 

took this Ring and started to see what was inside. 

Chapter 556 - Immersed In A Pool Of Blood 

Ye Chen could easily destroy the seal on the Phantom Blade storage ring, after destroying the seal in this 

storage room ring , Ye Chen immediately saw the contents in the Phantom Blade’s storage ring. 

In the Phantom Blade’s storage ring, there are lots of valuable items, from techniques, weapons, pills, 

medicinal plants to several profound crystals. 

Ye Chen was trying to find out whether the Shadow Clone technique was in this storage room ring or 

not. 

After searching for some time, Ye Chen finally found what he was looking for, a copy of the Shadow 

Clone Technique was indeed inside the Phantom Blade’s storage room ring. 

"Lucky" Ye Chen was very lucky, he actually got the Shadow Clone technique which was a legacy from 

the Phantom God that Chu Yuechan said. 

If Ye Chen has time to learn this technique, it is certain that this Shadow Clone technique will be a 

technique that can be used in all kinds of situations while fighting. 

Ye Chen couldn’t wait to come back soon and experiment with using a copy of the Shadow Clone 

technique. 

After confirming that there was no longer anything on the Phantom Blade’s body, Ye Chen and Ling Yin 

immediately left this place, perhaps it wouldn’t be long before there were people coming here. 

The battle fought by Ye Chen and Phantom Blade caused enormous chaos, surely sooner or later Lord 

Guardian would come here soon to see the chaos that occurred. 

Ye Chen was quite lazy to meet Lord Guardian, the old man was a little annoying to Ye Chen. 

surely Lord Guardian will come back to babble on Ye Chen for causing such a big problem. 

Ye Chen was lazy enough to hear this, it was better to immediately run away from this place so as not to 

meet Lord Guardian. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin flew towards the capital, the two of them left this place very quickly. 

A few moments when Ye Chen and Ling Yin left, the Phantom Blade’s body which was previously 

damaged suddenly started to recover and returned intact, in an instant the wounds suffered by the 

Phantom Blade disappeared. 

The Phantom Blade currently looked like he was not injured in the slightest, he had completely 

recovered. 

Phantom Blade rose from the ground, he began to examine his fully healed body. 

"Luckily I still have phoenix tears, if not possible I would have died earlier." Luckily, as soon as he was 

stabbed by Ling Yin, the Phantom Blade had used Phoenix Tears on his body. 



After consuming Phoenix Tears, the Phantom Blade instantly faked his death, the fakes that the 

Phantom Blade made were extraordinary. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin didn’t realize that Phantom Blade had only pretended to be dead in front of the 

two of them. 

The Phantom Blade’s Phoenix Tears came from the Ling Yin family. 

It turned out that the precious thing that was kept by the family Ling Yin was the legendary Phoenix 

Tears, it’s no wonder the Phantom Blade did not hesitate to kill all members of the Ling Yin family, it 

turns out that what the Phantom Blade is eyeing is indeed an extremely precious object. 

Phoenix tears are a very precious thing, these tears can save people from the abyss of death, in this 

whole world it might be difficult to find 1 for Phoenix tears, these tears are very rare it will be very 

difficult to find just 1 in this world. 

luckily Ling Yin didn’t know about this, so the Phantom Blade could easily fake his death. 

"Damn, that person has dared to steal the storage space ring that I have, just watch out I will definitely 

take my storage ring back", Phantom Blade was furious when he found out that Ye Chen had taken the 

storage ring he had. 

He is currently eager to take back what he has, too bad Phantom Blade can’t do that, Ye Chen is too 

strong, he needs a plan to deal with Ye Chen. 

"I’ll go back and make a plan." Phantom Blade intends to return to the secret hideout he has and make a 

plan to deal with Ye Chen. 

When the Phantom Blade wanted to step forward, he suddenly felt that an arm was currently holding 

his leg. 

Feeling this oddity, Phantom Blade immediately looked down, when Phantom Blade looked down, he 

saw a little girl holding his leg. 

This little girl looked so terrible, her whole face was pale and some blood started to come out of her 

eyes, nose, lips and ears. 

"Big brother, come play with me" This little girl wants to invite Phantom Blade to play together. 

"You useless soul ghost, hurry up and let me go." Phantom Blade tried to exorcise the ghost of the little 

girl who was currently holding her leg. 

Phantom Blade is indeed very brave, he is not afraid even when he sees strange things like this. 

Little by little the Phantom Blade’s feet began to enter the ground, the current Phantom Blade looked 

like it was being sucked in by a very strong quicksand. 

"Hahahahahahaha" The ghost soul of this little girl screamed in a very creepy voice, she continued and 

tried to pull the Phantom Blade’s body down. 

Phantom Blade really couldn’t do anything in the current situation, he felt that he couldn’t use the 

strength he had. 



" What really happened ? "Phantom Blade started to panic when he found out that he couldn’t use the 

power he had. 

The land under the Phantom Blade began to turn into a pool of blood. 

From beneath the Phantom Blade’s body, more and more ghost souls appeared, these ghost souls 

grabbed every inch of the Phantom Blade’s body and helped pull the Phantom Blade down. 

"Quickly let me go, I am your God" Phantom Blade was very panicked, at this time he tried to release the 

hand belonging to the ghost soul that was on his body. 

The Phantom Blade’s efforts were fruitless, everything he did was in vain, he was trapped deeper and 

deeper under the pool of blood that lay beneath his feet. 

"You must come with us. . ., take him along with us, bring him along with us. "The ghost souls around 

the Phantom Blade spit out quite strange words, they wanted the Phantom Blade to come along with 

them. 

"Arghhhhh. . . . . "The Phantom Blade started screaming hysterically, from the Phantom Blade’s body 

began to come out a lot of fresh blood, the current state of the Phantom Blade was very similar to the 

souls around him. 

"Let go of me, I don’t want to come with you." Phantom Blade used all the strength he had to try to 

escape from the ghost soul beside him. 

The Phantom Blade’s body had completely entered the pool of blood underneath, now only the 

Phantom Blade’s head was visible. 

"Arghhhh" The Phantom Blade looked very desperate, little by little the Phantom Blade actually sank 

into the pool of blood. 

The Phantom Blade had completely entered the blood pool, after the Phantom Blade entered the pool 

blood, the screams from the Phantom Blade had completely disappeared. 

The pool blood had also disappeared, in this place there was not the slightest trace left by the Phantom 

Blade, the Phantom Blade had completely disappeared from this world. 

No one knows where the Phantom Blade had taken the ghosts of just now, this is a mystery that is very 

difficult for humans to solve. 

Chapter 557 - Reported To Long Shumin 

A few moments after the Phantom Blade disappeared and was swallowed into the pool blood , several 

strong cultivators appeared, these strong cultivators looked into the hole that Ye Chen had just made. 

These cultivators came from the Kunlun holy land, they were all under Lord Guardian’s direct orders. 

After the destruction of the Dark Legacy Faction, Lord Guardian and his subordinates were very vigilant, 

they continued to guard this country so that something like the Dark Legacy Faction could not occur. 

"Geez, why do things like this happen so often lately, actually who is the person who has done this?" A 

cultivator doesn’t understand why things like this happen so often in this world these days. 



"Looks like the world has started to become very chaotic, why are the great powers in the Kunlun Holy 

Land still not moving, aren’t they afraid something will happen to this region?" Cultivators began to 

curse the great power that existed in the Kunlun Holy Land. 

Until now the great powers that were in the Kunlun Holy Land had still not responded and sent people 

to secure the Kunlun Faction’s territory. 

Lord Guardian and his subordinates felt dizzy about incidents like this, they lacked the strength to do 

this. 

"Forget about that, let’s just search for a clue around this place, maybe we will find out who the person 

has done all this." Another cultivator immediately told the friend beside him to shut up. 

If the conversation between the two of them was leaked out then the two of them could lose the lives 

they had. 

All the cultivators that were here started to find out what was going on, everyone was trying to find 

traces of the person who had made this kind of thing. 

Once they find something they will report their findings to Lord Guardian. 

The Lord Guardian himself was currently still in the Kunlun Holy Land to do something, so while the 

Guardian Lord wasn’t around they had to solve the chaos in this place. 

It’s good that Ye Chen and Ling Yin have gone very far, so the two of them couldn’t possibly be 

suspected in this matter. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin had very quickly arrived near the capital. 

"Ling Yin I’ll go somewhere first, you can wait for me in the city." Ye Chen wanted to go to the military 

base to report the mission he had completed to Long Shumin. 

"Fine, I’ll wait for you in the city" Ling Yin is very obedient, she will wait for Ye Chen in the city. 

Ye Chen went straight to the military base which is not far from the capital, he easily entered the 

military base without anyone knowing. 

Ye Chen used his Spirit Sense to find out Long Shumin’s whereabouts, using Ye Chen’s Spirit Sense could 

easily find Long Shumin’s whereabouts. 

Long Shumin was currently in a room of her own reading a document that was on the table. 

After knowing where Long Shumin was, Ye Chen immediately went to where Long Shumin was. 

Ye Chen immediately entered Long Shumin’s room, Long Shumin, who was reading the document, was 

very surprised, she immediately hid the document in her hand into the drawer under the table. 

"Ye Chen! ! !, why are you here? "Long Shumin was very shocked when she saw Ye Chen in front of her, 

even though it was still less than 1 day for Ye Chen to go by private jet, unexpectedly he had returned to 

this place intact. 

"What did you read just now? "Ye Chen is quite curious about the document Long Shumin just read. 



"It’s just a work document." Long Shumin tried to lie to Ye Chen. 

The document Long Shumin just read was a document that contained all of Ye Chen’s information that 

she got from the data base in the government. 

It was unexpected that when Long Shumin was reading information about Ye Chen, Ye Chen was 

suddenly in her room. 

Ye Chen smiled at Long Shumin, this woman seemed to be hiding something from himself. 

"Ye Chen, why are you here? ,Shouldn’t you be in Golden Paradise Island" asked Long Shumin a little 

panicked. 

"I have destroyed the parasitic weapon that you asked for, this is evidence of conversation from the 

person behind all this." Ye Chen handed over the evidence of the person behind making this parasitic 

weapon. 

Previously, Ye Chen had secretly recorded the conversation that Phantom Blade and Nie Wuji were 

having, so the owner of the Golden Paradise Island couldn’t escape all of this anymore. 

Long Shumin received evidence from Ye Chen, she began to see for the evidence Ye Chen had obtained. 

After seeing the evidence that Ye Chen had, now that Long Shumin could bring her army into Golden 

Paradise Island, this evidence was enough to capture the owner of the Golden Paradise Island. 

The current Nie Wuji will no longer be protected by the promises he has made with all the nations of 

this world. 

"Oh yeah I almost forgot, on Golden Paradise Island there are still some parasites that enter the human 

body, after I killed their mother, they should lose their direction, you can eliminate them all". 

Ye Chen told Long Shumin that in Golden Paradise Island, there were a lot of parasites that had infected 

the human body there. 

These people obviously had no longer to save, so there was no choice but to kill the people who had 

been infected by the parasites. 

"Okay, thank you for the information you provided." For the first time, Long Shumin thanked Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was very helpful, he was very fast at solving problems that were very difficult to solve. 

"Come here quickly, there’s something to be done." Long Shumin called someone over. 

Ye Chen’s task is finished, it’s time for Ye Chen to go see Su Mengxin. 

When Ye Chen was about to come out of pulling the door in front of him, he suddenly stopped. 

"Don’t forget the promise you said at that time." Before Ye Chen left, he did not forget to collect the 

promise Long Shumin had previously said. 

Long Shumin’s face turned slightly red when she heard this, Ye Chen apparently still remembered the 

promise they had previously agreed to. 



After saying that to Long Shumin, Ye Chen walked out of this room, when Ye Chen came out of this room 

he ran into Luo Bing who was trying to enter Long Shumin’s room. 

"Ye Chen, Police Luo." Ye Chen and Luo Bing both called each other’s names, both Ye Chen and Luo Bing 

were both shocked when they met in a place like this. 

Luo Bing’s face suddenly turned red when she saw Ye Chen, she still remembered the incident when she 

was at the hotel with Ye Chen. 

That massage session was the most embarrassing Luo Bing had ever felt in her life. 

almost every night Luo Bing dreamed of the massage session that Ye Chen had, every time Luo Bing 

woke up he found that her lower half was soaking wet, Luo Bing recently felt that he had become very 

perverted . 

"Police Luo what are you doing here? "Ye Chen immediately asked why Luo Bing was here. 

Luo Bing immediately came to her senses, she tried to recover herself from losing face while in front of 

Ye Chen. 

"That I am now part of the Dragon Army special forces , so this is my new workplace." Luo Bing is now a 

member of the Dragon Army special forces. 

she was officially transferred from the Six Door organization to the Dragon Army special forces. 

"Oh so you have now transferred to the military." Ye Chen just found out about this, now that Luo Bing 

is in the Dragon Army and is Long Shumin’s subordinate. 

"Okay, bye." Ye Chen didn’t want to waste time, he wanted to go see Su Mengxin. 

Luo Bing could only see Ye Chen’s departure, now the way Luo Bing sees Ye Chen is a little different from 

the old one. 

"Luo Bing why are you just standing there, quickly get inside." Long Shumin told Luo Bing to come inside. 

Luo Bing who heard this immediately realized, he quite hastily entered Long Shumin’s room. 

Luo Bing had just been transferred to the Dragon Army Special Forces, he did not want to be expelled 

for being late in accepting an assignment from Long Shumin. 

Chapter 558 - Sneaked Into Su Mengxin's Bed 

Ye Chen went straight to where Su Mengxin was, Ye Chen used the king’s heart technique to find the 

location of Su Mengxin’s whereabouts, using the connection of the king’s heart technique, Ye Chen very 

easily found the existence of Su Mengxin. 

Now Ye Chen only had to go to where Su Mengxin was. 

Ye Chen immediately flew to the location of Su Mengxin, in an instant when Ye Chen arrived at an 

enormous Mansion, it was clear that this Mansion was where Su Mengxin lived before moving to Ye 

Chen’s villa. 



Ye Chen came down and went to the entrance of the Mansion, he rang the bell that had been provided 

at the entrance. 

"Ding. . ., Ding. . ., Ding. . , "Ye Chen pressed bell several times, after a long time finally someone came 

out of the Mansion, the person who came out of the Mansion was a maid who was around 30 years old. 

" Sorry , can I help you ? "Maid asked about Ye Chen’s need to come to this mansion. 

"I’m looking for Mengxin, is she inside? "Asked Ye Chen to the maid in front of him. 

"Sorry sir, Miss Mengxin is currently sleeping, maybe you can come back later in the afternoon" The 

maid told Ye Chen that Su Mengxin was currently sleeping and could not be disturbed. 

Ye Chen shook his head, it’s still quite early morning, it’s quite strange to see Su Mengxin still sleeping at 

this hour. 

"I understand, I’ll come back later." Ye Chen turned around and pretended to leave this Mansion. 

After Ye Chen left, the maid immediately closed the door and entered the Mansion again. 

Seeing that the maid had entered the Mansion, it was time for Ye Chen to sneak into Su Mengxin’s 

room. 

Ye Chen went upstairs where Su Mengxin was, Ye Chen went up by jumping, after arriving in front of Su 

Mengxin’s room window . 

Ye Chen peeked into Su Mengxin’s room, inside Su Mengxin’s room Ye Chen saw that currently Su 

Mengxin was still asleep while wearing a fairly transparent pajamas. 

Behind these pajamas, Su Mengxin was wearing nothing, Ye Chen could see Su Mengxin’s perfect 

curves, Su Mengxin was very beautiful and very glamorous, Ye Chen currently wanted to climb into Su 

Mengxin’s bed and start doing fun things together with Su Mengxin. 

Ye Chen opened the room window with great care, he tried not to wake Su Mengxin who was currently 

sleeping very peacefully . 

With very agile movements, Ye Chen slipped into Su Mengxin ’s bed , he immediately pounced on Su 

Mengxin who was sleeping very peacefully . 

Su Mengxin was quite surprised when she felt that someone was hugging her body from behind, this 

was SuMengxin ’s private room , there was no way anyone would dare to enter here this early. 

Su Mengxin guessed that the person who hugged her was a flower thief, with a very fast reflex, Su 

Mengxin tried to chase away the person who was hugging her. 

Ye Chen felt quite fierce resistance from Su Mengxin, Su Mengxin is now very strong, she is no longer a 

weak woman like before. 

If only Ye Chen’s current position was a normal person, he would have been knocked down by Su 

Mengxin very easily. 



"Mengxin, calm down, it’s me." Ye Chen whispered in Su Mengxin’s ear , he tried to calm the Su 

Mengxin rebellious . 

Su Mengxin, who heard Ye Chen’s voice, immediately stopped revolting, she immediately looked back to 

confirm that this was Ye Chen. 

After turning back, Su Mengxin could confirm that this was Ye Chen. 

"Husband, why did you sneak into my bed like that, I thought it was the flower thief who came in here." 

Su Mengxin complained to Ye Chen who slipped into the bed in a sneaky manner. 

"I just want to wake up the beautiful lazy goose who is still sleeping at this hour." Ye Chen whispered in 

Su Mengxin’s ear. 

Su Mengxin’s face turned slightly red when she heard this. 

"So before you thought that I was a flower thief, then this flower thief wanted you." Ye Chen 

immediately rolled Su Mengxin into the bed, he started stripping off the pajamas Su Mengxin was 

wearing. 

"Ahh. . , don’t let go of me, you shameless flower thief. "Su Mengxin who was under Ye Chen tried to 

rebel. 

"Hehehe, do whatever you can, whatever you do you will not be able to escape from me" Ye Chen was 

very excited, he started to suck the Su Mengxin’s cherry buds. . 

After hanging out with Ye Chen several times, Su Mengxin of course knows how to play a game that can 

add excitement like she is currently doing 

"Ahhh. . ., not . . . , don’t eat it. "Su Mengxin started to get aroused when her cherry bud was sucked by 

Ye Chen, this game was so exciting. Su Mengxin felt very, very excited when playing the flower thief 

game with Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen continued to play with every inch of Su Mengxin’s body , he admired the beautiful artistic that 

was presented right before his eyes. 

"Ahhh. . . ., hurry up and give it to me, I feel itchy. "Su Mengxin started to lose control of her body, right 

now she is very passionate. 

In Su Mengxin’s secret garden, there were so many springs, it seemed that Su Mengxin could no longer 

bear to do fun things with Ye Chen. 

"What should I give you?" Ye Chen asked with an evil face. 

"I want your big thing." Su Mengxin could no longer stand the stimulation from Ye Chen, she felt that 

her body was very itchy and wanted Ye Chen’s large object to overcome this unbearable itching. 

"What big thing? ,I don’t understand." Ye Chen pretended not to understand what Su Mengxin meant. 

"Gezzz, you pervert thief, I want this." Su Mengxin immediately stretched out her hand towards the 

bottom where Ye Chen’s younger brother was hiding. 



When Su Mengxin touched Ye Chen’s younger brother, she felt that Ye Chen’s younger brother who was 

below was already very excited like this. 

"Hey why is this so big, are you excited because of me? ", Su Mengxin smiled very glamorously. 

Su Mengxin was now skilled enough to make Ye Chen become so excited. 

Ye Chen could no longer stand the way Su Mengxin teased him, he immediately took off all the clothes 

on his body. 

Ye Chen’s large object was now right in front of Su Mengxin’s stomach , Ye Chen’s large weapon was 

ready to be used against Su Mengxin. 

"Beautiful flower, get ready, I will immediately make you to my mine." Ye Chen smiled evilly at Ye Chen. 

"No, don’t come close, I’m sorry." Su Mengxin pretended to be scared after seeing Ye Chen’s big thing, 

she looked like an innocent girl Ye Chen would rape. 

"It’s too late to apologize." Ye Chen pounced straight at Su Mengxin. 

Ye Chen immediately drilled into Su Mengxin’s flower core and started pumping with a very fast motion. 

"Um, no. . ., ahhh. . . ", A very voice lewd groaning began to fill Su Mengxin’s room. 

Su Mengxin was rendered helpless by Ye Chen’s younger brother who was very strong and manly. 

Su Mengxin’s rebellion quickly ended, he began to cooperate with Ye Chen to get even more fun. 

"Go deeper, make me feel comfortable." Su Mengxin asked Ye Chen to move deeper so that he could 

have more fun. 

Chapter 559 - Exercise On A Very Sunny Morning 

Ye Chen naturally understood what Su Mengxin wanted, Ye Chen pumped even deeper and faster so 

that Su Mengxin could quickly get what she wanted. 

The pleasure that Su Mengxin got was increasing, she felt that she could go crazy when Ye Chen acted so 

rudely and aggressively like this. 

Ye Chen’s large object messed up Su Mengxin’s body until Su Mengxin was helpless, the glamorous 

woman who was usually dignified at all looked very lustful 

"Ahhhhh . . . "Su Mengxin was very quickly made to the top by Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen did not stop here, he was more aggressively carrying out Su Mengxin who was currently in a 

very sensitive state. 

"Eh, wait a minute, let me rest for a bit." Su Mengxin tried to ask Ye Chen so she could rest for a while. 

It’s a shame that Ye Chen didn’t let Su Mengxin rest for a while, he continued to do Su Mengxin who 

currently looked very seductive. 

Ye Chen and Su Mengxin continued to do very intense morning sports, they did this for almost 5 hours, 

after Su Mengxin was That’s really exhausted, finally Ye Chen wanted to let Su Mengxin go. 



The Su Mengxin current was very exhausted, the exercise she had just done with Ye Chen was just too 

intense. 

"Husband, you are too strong, I almost died because of you." Su Mengxin was currently lying on Ye 

Chen’s chest, she complained that Ye Chen was too strong while doing sports with herself. 

"Mengxin, don’t you remember who asked me more and didn’t want me to stop? "said Ye Chen to Su 

Mengxin. 

Su Mengxin’s face turned red when she remembered that she had asked for more from Ye Chen. 

Su Mengxin was helpless with that, doing Dual Cultivation with Ye Chen was very fun, of course Su 

Mengxin couldn’t possibly stop halfway while getting the pleasure of being a real woman like that 

earlier. 

"Husband, shouldn’t you be going on the mission my Grandpa gave You, why have you come back? "Su 

Mengxin wants to know why Ye Chen came back so quickly. 

"It’s because I’ve finished it very quickly, you know for yourself how good I am, problems like that can 

definitely I handle very easily" said Ye Chen with great pride. 

Su Mengxin smiled very gently at Ye Chen, Su Mengxin is proud to know that Ye Chen has completed a 

mission that no one else can complete, who is a woman who is not happy when she sees their man 

doing something good for this world. 

" Husband, do you have time for today? ", Su Mengxin asked Ye Chen. 

"Of course I always have time for Mengxin,So what? ", Ye Chen said to Su Mengxin. 

"Today I want to shop, will you accompany me to go shopping? ", Su Mengxin asked hopefully. 

Hearing this, Ye Chen became a little stiff, actually Ye Chen was very lazy to accompany women 

shopping, you all know for yourself when a woman is shopping, they will take too long to choose 

whatever they want 

"You will go with me right? , yes. . ., yes. . ., yes. . . " Looking at the silent Ye Chen, Su Mengxi starting to 

act spoiled in front of Ye Chen, the glamorous and dignified women disappeared when they wanted 

something from the man they liked. 

"OK", Ye Chen had a hard time refusing a request from Su Mengxin, he couldn’t refuse a request from a 

glamorous woman like Su Mengxin. 

"Yay." Su Mengxin was very happy when she heard this, she was very excited when Ye Chen wanted to 

go shopping with her. 

"Okay, I’ll take a shower first." Su Mengxin immediately got up from Ye Chen’s body, she now looked like 

she had recovered from the fatigue she just felt. 

Su Mengxin very deftly got out of bed, she went straight to the bathroom in this room. 

Ye Chen looks helpless when he sees this, it looks like the rumors he heard are true, women will be very 

excited when invited to shop, they will not get tired when it comes to shopping. 



Su Mengxin was a person who rarely went out, it wasn’t strange that Su Mengxin would be very excited 

when she went out with Ye Chen. 

While waiting for Su Mengxin to finish taking a bath, Ye Chen had time to take a look and learn a little 

about the Shadow Clone technique he got from the Phantom Blade. 

Ye Chen started to learn what was in the Shadow Clone copy technique, here it was written very clearly 

about how to use Shadow Clone and its uses. 

Shadow Clone can be used for various things, one of which is to confuse the enemy and to spy on the 

enemy, using this technique Ye Chen doesn’t have to bother going to the enemy’s place to find out 

something. 

He can use the Shadow Clone to find out where the enemy is, after the Shadow Clone disappears, all the 

information obtained by the Shadow Clone will go directly to the person using it. 

So even though the Shadow Clone was killed by Enemy Ye Chen was still able to get information from 

the enemy. 

"Wow, this is so cool." Ye Chen felt that this was something really cool, with this technique Ye Chen 

could play around with the enemies he would face. 

Ye Chen excitedly started learning the Shadow Clone Technique, without realizing it 30 minutes swiftly 

passed when Ye Chen learned the Shadow Clone technique. 

Su Mengxin took a long time while showering, it took her about 30 minutes or so to clean the body she 

had. 

Su Mengxin had deliberately taken a longer shower than usual, she wanted to look clean when she went 

out with Ye Chen. 

"husband, What are you reading? "Using a towel on her body, Su Mengxin asked what Ye Chen was 

reading. 

Ye Chen looked very excited as he read the copy of the technique that was in his hand. 

"I’m reading a new technique." Ye Chen told Su Mengxin that he was learning a new technique that was 

very good. 

Su Mengxin understood, she no longer bothered Ye Chen who was studying the Shadow Clone 

technique. 

Su Mengxin immediately went to the wardrobe she had, she started looking for a suitable dress for her 

to wear. 

Today Su Mengxin decided to wear a red one piece dress that looked very suitable for Su Mengxin, 

behind this one piece dress Su Mengxin was wearing a red lace outfit that blended with the one piece 

dress worn by Su Mengxin. 

Ye Chen who was studying the Shadow Clone couldn’t focus when he saw a beautiful woman like Su 

Mengxin who was currently changing clothes in front of him. 



Subconsciously Ye Chen stole a look at Su Mengxin who was changing clothes. 

Su Mengxin must have realized that Ye Chen was currently peeking at her, Su Mengxin felt funny when 

she found this out. 

"Husband, why are you peeping like that, if you want you can see it ." Su Mengxin told Ye Chen not to 

peek like that. 

After all, Ye Chen had seen all of Su Mengxin’s parts, there was nothing Su Mengxin could hide from Ye 

Chen. 

Ye Chen didn’t expect that he would be caught peeking at Su Mengxin, it seems that Ye Chen’s ability to 

hide himself is still not great, it looks like Ye Chen has to train his abilities so that he can peek at women 

without being noticed by the party he is peeking at. 

Chapter 560 - Beautiful Woman Asks For A Seat 

Su Mengxin finally finished wearing a one piece dress to her body, Su Mengxin who was wrapped in a 

red one piece dress was so beautiful, the glamor that Su Mengxin had increased when she wore this red 

one piece dress. 

" Husband,How about, is this suitable for me?", Su Mengxin asked whether this one piece dress suited 

her or not. 

"It fits perfectly, you look very beautiful in that suit." Ye Chen immediately complimented Su Mengxin 

who currently looks very beautiful. 

Su Mengxin looked very happy when she received praise from Ye Chen. 

"Then let’s go" Su Mengxin immediately invited Ye Chen to go to the shopping center in the capital. 

Ye Chen nodded at Su Mengxin, he and Su Mengxin went downstairs. 

When Ye Chen and Su Mengxin went downstairs, what a coincidence that the two of them met the maid 

that Ye Chen had previously met. 

This maid was quite surprised when she saw Su Mengxin coming down and holding hands with Ye Chen, 

Maid started scratching her head, she was quite confused how Ye Chen could be together with Su 

Mengxin. 

"Wasn’t that the young man outside, why did he come inside? "Maid still looks very confused, she 

doesn’t know how Ye Chen can come down together with Su Mengxin. 

Moreover, the two of them looked very affectionate when they came down from the top floor, anyone 

who saw this could immediately conclude that the two of them had a special relationship. 

Ye Chen and Su Mengxin ignored the maid who was cleaning the two of them and immediately left this 

mansion. 

Ye Chen and Su Mengxin were now cultivators who could fly, the two of them no longer needed to use a 

car to go where they wanted. 



Ye Chen and Su Mengxin headed for the biggest shopping center in the capital, it didn’t take them long 

to get to where they were going. 

"So this is the biggest shopping place in the capital? "From the sky, Ye Chen can see an enormous 

shopping center, the area of this shopping center is tens of times larger than other cities in this country. 

Plus there are so many people here, all the streets are filled with people who are shopping for the things 

they need. 

"It’s quite large." Su Mengxin was a little amazed by this place, even though Su Mengxin had lived in the 

capital for quite a long time, she had never come to a place like this. 

A place like a shopping mall was a very dangerous place for Su Mengxin, if Su Mengxin went to a place 

like this she would very easily become the object of the kidnapping of evil people who were free to 

move about in a crowded place like this. 

"Let’s go down and see what’s below." Su Mengxin invited Ye Chen to come downstairs to see what was 

below. 

Ye Chen and Su Mengxin finally went downstairs, they were looking for a place that was a little quiet so 

that no one would suspect that they had just come down from the sky. 

After descending Ye Chen and Su Mengxin around in this enormous shopping center, if Ye Chen and Su 

Mengxin wanted to explore this whole place, they would probably need an entire day to be able to 

explore this vast place. 

Su Mengxin and Ye Chen went to find an interesting place, Su Mengxin looked very happy when she was 

shopping with Ye Chen, Su Mengxin almost bought everything she found interesting. 

In just a few hours, Su Mengxin had bought a lot of things that made her interested, of course all of 

these items were bought using Ye Chen’s money. 

"Husband, let’s find a place to rest." Su Mengxin wanted to rest and eat some snacks. 

Ye Chen understood that he was looking for a suitable place to rest. 

Ye Chen was not a picky person, he immediately invited Su Mengxin to go to a place that he thought was 

suitable for resting. 

"Ye Chen, so you’re here." A beautiful woman came to look for Ye Chen, the woman who came was Ling 

Yin, she was looking for Ye Chen because she was too long gone and there was no news. 

"Oh Ling Yin" Ye Chen said to Ling Yin who just arrived at this place 

"Husband, who is this woman? ", Su Mengxin asked Ye Chen, she started looking at Ling Yin from top to 

bottom to see Ling Yin’s beautiful figure. 

" Mengxin This is Ling Yin, she is my woman." Ye Chen told Ling Yin’s Identity to Su Mengxin. 

Among Ye Chen’s women, perhaps only Liu Yue knew about the relationship he had with Ling Yin. 



Ling Yin saw that this beautiful and glamorous woman was Ye Chen’s woman too, Ye Chen’s woman was 

too much, she still remembered very clearly the two beautiful women who sat with Ye Chen, now she 

saw another beautiful woman Ye Chen had. 

"Hello, I’m Su Mengxin, nice to meet you." Su Mengxin decided to get acquainted with Ling Yin. 

"My name is Ling Yin, it’s nice to meet you too." Because the other party looked very friendly, Ling Yin 

decided to introduce herself to Su Mengxin. 

Su Mengxin and Ling Yin both smiled at each other, the smiles shown by Su Mengxin and Ling Yin caught 

the attention of the passersby around this place. 

two beautiful women could easily attract the attention of the people around here. 

"Husband, let’s continue to tour this place", Su Mengxin invited Ye Chen to continue touring this place. 

Even though Ye Chen had just rested, it was unexpected that Su Mengxin would again take him around 

this place. 

"Mengxin, why don’t you go together with Ling Yin alone, you might as well invite her to buy nice 

clothes " Ye Chen said to Su Mengxin. 

Ye Chen winked at Ling Yin, he tried to ask Ling Yin for help. 

Ling Yin very quickly understood what Ye Chen wanted. 

"Su Mengxin, let’s go with me, what a coincidence I want to buy a new clothes." Ling Yin invited Su 

Mengxin to go with her. 

"Fine, then let’s go." Su Mengxin didn’t mind going with Ling Yin, Su Mengxin herself also had lots of 

questions to ask Ling Yin. 

"Husband, we go first." Su Mengxin and Ling Yin went to look at a clothing shop around here. 

"I’ll wait for you two here" Ye Chen said to Su Mengxin and Ling Yin if he will wait for the two of them in 

this place. 

Ye Chen feels relieved, he can finally be free from work accompanying women shopping, now he has 

plenty of time to relax. 

"May I sit here" while Ye Chen was relaxing and enjoying a drink in front of him, a very beautiful and 

sexy woman appeared in front of Ye Chen. 

This woman has a very nice body, she has a double top F Cup size with very slim hips, very plump 

buttocks and very long legs. 

In addition, this beautiful woman is also very elegant and charming, this woman has a very good capital 

to attract a man. 

Ye Chen looked around this place, around Ye Chen there are still many empty seats, why this beautiful 

woman even wants to sit with Ye Chen. 

 


